Tech changes at light speed.
And the software development
industry isn't keeping up.

Trust us - we've been there. Over 25+ years of developing
software with in-house + outsourced teams, we've tripped
over every possible obstacle. Lack of resources...inflated
budgets + timelines...the change order merry-go-round...
When the market is always changing, there's no time for all
that nonsense. You have to be able to adapt quickly, get out
high-quality software, and work well with a team you can
afford - while keeping your vision at the forefront.
So far, that's been a pipe dream. But it doesn't have to be.
It's time for a new way to outsource software development.
It's time to get you back in the driver's seat.

Meet TangoTeams: High-performance DevOps
teams for cloud, mobile, and web engineering

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS
3, 5, or 8 people for 3, 6, or 12 months
Amazing dev for about half the cost of an in-house team - in
a time zone that allows for everyday collaboration.
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You bring it, we build it
No one knows your needs better than you. Bring us your plan
and priorities, and we'll get right to work. That saves about
9 weeks per development project.

Think of us as the team down the hall
Your TangoTeams are 100% dedicated to you. No conflicting
priorities, no change orders, and no cost for changing prios.

DELIVER PROJECTS
Use a TangoTeam to get a
new software project
from start to finish,
concept to deployment.

AUGMENT YOUR TEAM

MAINTAIN PRODUCTS

Add a TangoTeam to your
program to accelerate
growth and achieve your
business goals faster.

Have a TangoTeam take on
the ongoing dev needs of an
existing product or service
with 24/7 support.

ACCELERATE + PROVE VALUE
Continuous improvement + continuous delivery
TangoTeams uses the Accelerate DevOps engineering model,
providing full transparency on metrics you can’t fake. Our
on-demand KPI reports cover both tempo and quality:
Deployment frequency
Lead time
Mean time to restore
Change fail percentage

We use these research-backed measures to ensure you're
getting the performance you deserve - and seeing a return
on your investment faster.

The software development industry is broken.
This is how we're going to fix it - together.

Let's build a better way.
tangoteams.com

hello@tangoteams.com

